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MAGELLAN BLOCKS - Core features
Groovenauts is a technology company developed
a cloud service called MAGELLAN BLOCKS that
makes it possible to use AI and quantum
computing without programming to solve all sorts
of problems that society faces.

Optimization by
Quantum Computer
The world's first successful quantum computing
technology available for commercial use.

Optimization

Data integration
and analysis using
Big Data

Prediction and analysis
by Machine Leaning
Achieve accurate AI prediction via
multimodal learning using various
data such as numbers, images, and
text.

Prediction &
Behavior Analysis

Data
Integration

Various industries data and problem
solutions.
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Optimization
Manufacture

MAGELLAN BLOCKS is capable
of solving multiple
optimization problems and
contains various prediction
models.

Shift

Retail
Logistics

Job
Route

Call Center
Finance

Users can solve a wide range
of social issues.

Packing

Prediction
Sales

Transportation

Visit

Urban Development

Incoming Call

Construction &
Engineering

Contract
Traffic
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In MAGELLAN BLOCKS,
Quantum Computers and AI are
implemented as functional blocks.
Users can use it by arranging
functions on the screen
and set constraints in setting sheets.
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How optimization on MAGELLAN BLOCKS works

①Understanding work and issue／
imporing AI prediction result／
creating constraints data

②Generating ising model

③Deriving optimal solution
from quantum computer
(ising machine)

auto run
⑤Outputting to work format

④Varifying optimal solution
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Combinatorial Optimization Solution by Groovenauts
Utilizing the benefit of Quantum annealing computer that is able to get optimal solution instantly.

Combination of job shop scheduling

Combination of packing

Combination of route

Combination of workers shift
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Case. Manufacturing industry
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In one manufacturing company, in order to control the production volume according to demand, they
aim to realize the optimal work formation so that the assembly work can proceed without delay even if
the production speed is changed.

Needs
- Reducing the standard deviation of working
hours and improving robustness against
change regardless of the type of product
-

Leveling workload
Minimizing work hour per person
Minimizing work process
Reducing the time required to make work formation
(currently taking 2 months to make)
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Problem: Assignment optimizer - Creating constraints data
There are various constraints in complicated assembly processes such as high-mix low-volume production.
ex. In order to prevent loss due to tool replacement,
tools used by workers should be the same as much as
possible even in different processes.
work

work

work

ex. In order to prevent time loss due to the movement of workers in each process,
assign work close to other work locations.

A

B

A

C B

A

B

work
work
work

work
work

work

work

work

work

*It is necessary to assign tools in consideration of the
dominant hand of the worker.

C

B C

C

* Visualizing the work place on the space vector and calculating the distance can be used to
assign the work in close proximity.

In addition, there are work groups in the process that have dependencies on the work before and after, such as not
being able to start until the previous work is completed. These work groups are also considered as constraints.
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Optimization process
Data processing

Combination optimization of work formation

Preprocess the specified conditions so that the quantum
computer can handle them, such as equalizing the amount of
work, allocating adjacent work, allocating the same
equipment, and observing the work group constraints.

work
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work group 1
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work group 2

right

work group 3

work
work
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Automatically create work formation using quantum computer.
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Results

work
work

work

- Approximately 40% reduction
in unbalanced work time for
each worker
- Creation of work formation is
completed in about 30
minutes

work
work

work

work
work

work

work

work

work
work

work

work

●
●

2,000〜3,000 qubits
Using D-Wave Hybrid Solver Service
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Case. General Constructor
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At a highway construction site, multiple tunnels and a valley reclamation were underway. There was a large
amount of earth and sand that was no longer needed from the tunnel construction, but some were still
needed to fill the valley.
Simply transporting by trucks will cause traffic jams on the road.

Tunnel Construction
Tunnel Construction

Needs
- Improve transportation efficiency
-

Reduce construction period
Mass transportation requiring large numbers of
trucks
Mitigation congestion considering the
surrounding inhabitant environment

Tunnel Construction
Tunnel Construction

Canyon Landfill
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The optimum driving route of the dump truck is
calculated in real time using a quantum
computer.
This simulation reflects the congestion status of
each route and the number of stagnant vehicles
at the waiting area, and was expected to have the
effect of alleviating traffic congestion and
reducing CO2.

Results
- Reduced Truck
-

Confirmed the effect of increasing the
daily transportation volume by about
10%

Quantum Annealing

In real time
Waiting place

●
●
Tunnel
Construction

〜20 qubits
Using D-Wave Hybrid Solver Service

Canyon
Landfill
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Case. Last mile delivery
company
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In the logistics industry, drastically increase the
productivity of delivery operations are required, such as
raising profit margins while improving the problem of
overwork of drivers, working to reduce CO2 emissions
toward SDGs, and responding to increasing demand for
online shopping with COVID-19, etc.

5 drivers
314 orders

Needs
- Improve last mile delivery efficiency
-

Increasing the number of orders

-

Improving the working environment of
existing drivers to increase retention rate of
human resources since it is difficult to
rapidly hire more drivers
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Reduce mileage in Last mile Delivery
The optimization was executed in the process of
performing allocation of drivers and delivery
destinations, and then optimizing each driver’s route.
[ex.allocation of drivers ｘ delivery destination]
●
About 2000 qubits
●
Using D-Wave Hybrid Solver Service

Results
- Reduced mileage 51%
In some cases, the delivery destinations of drivers are close
and the routes overlap. This is because of the restrictions, such
as not concentrating delivery destinations with high
workloads, for instance, buildings without elevators on one
driver with the aim of improving the working environment.
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Our other projects
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Mitsubishi Estate and Groovenauts:
Optimize garbage collection routes using quantum computing and AI

“Utilizing quantum annealing, the route for collecting waste, currently requiring a distance of about 2,300 km,
was optimized and reduced to just 1,000km. As a result, CO2 emissions would be reduced by approximately
57%, and the number of vehicles reduced by approximately 59%.”
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https://www.dwavesys.com/sites/default/files/Dwave_Groovenauts_Case_Study_V2_0.pdf
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Kewpie and Groovenauts:
Kewpie is working on leveling the capabilities of each production
line. The aim of the project is to realize an environment where
humans and robots can work in cooperation when introducing
robots in the future by visualizing the ability level required for
each production line.

Needs
- Allocation of workers according
to production volume
-

-

Due to the characteristics of the
product, completely mechanizing
production is difficult and the work is
mainly done manually.
Arranging employees with the same
competence for a series of conveyor
lines is desirable.
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Problem: Scheduling optimizer - Creating constraints data
When processing and assembling products by assembly line work using a conveyor, the amount of production per hour will be larger if
the abilities of the employees assigned to the same production line are not unbalanced. Therefore, as a constraints used for the
combination optimization problem, the work (including ability level) that each employee can handle is clarified.

[Simulation of production volume per hour using a robot]
Performance of robot

Lightning
speed

Just right
speed

Even if a high-performance robot is introduced, the total production
volume will not change.
ex. 800 packs produced / 2 hours

If the movement of the entire production line is in harmony, the
work will proceed smoothly.
ex. 800 packs produced / 2 hours

slow speed

Due to the low performance of the robot, a large amount of
retention in the previous process occurs.
例）689 packs produced / 2 hours
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Scheduling optimizer - Creating constraints data／Automating optimization
Shift planning should take into account small
constraints such as the working conditions of each
employee and the desire for hourly vacations.
General example:
● Prioritizing requested dayoffs
● Secure a minimum of ● days of holidays during the week
● The number of consecutive working days in a week should be ●
days or less
● The minimum number of working days in a week is ● days
● Meet the monthly working hours set for each employee
● Not exceeding the working hours limit that varies depending on
the day of the week etc..

There may be a case where the number of people
required for each production line is determined based
on the demand forecast and the production volume.
In this project, the shipment volume (= order quantity)
was predicted by AI, and the required number of
people was calculated.

①Shipping volume
prediction

②Executing
Optimization

③Auto-outputting of
working shift

With MAGELLAN BLOCKS, you can aggregate the necessary processing for
business on one screen, and when you execute each, the optimized work
shift is automatically output.

Execution bottom for
Prediction process

Execution bottom for
optimization process

Automatically creates shifts that can be used in actual operation as
compared to shift created by experienced shift creators.
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Optimizing rolling stock operation through the use of quantum computing technologies.
Kyushu Railway Company was announced on February 2021.

-

We will work together with Groovenauts, Inc., to start
verification of the optimization of rolling stock operation with
the use of quantum computer.

-

The objective of this project will be to optimize rolling stock
operation and reduce the number of rolling stock held, thereby
reducing rolling stock maintenance costs and future capital
investment related to the replacement of aging rolling stock.

-

We will conduct verification of the Fukuhoku Yutaka Line and
Wakamatsu Line, and if it is determined to be achievable, then
we will consider expanding this initiative to other lines.

FY21.3 Financial Results Overview, Third Quarter / February 9, 2021 / Kyushu Railway Company
https://www.jrkyushu.co.jp/company/ir_eng/news/__icsFiles/afieldfile/2021/02/09/9142.FY2020.3q.material.en_3.pdf
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Toyota Motor Kyushu and Groovenauts:
Optimization of distribution of spare parts
Using MAGELLAN BLOCKS, it is possible to instantly calculate the optimum plan according to the situation, taking into
consideration all the complicated restrictions at the production site.
The project was started using a quantum computer with the aim of drastic improving lead time and productivity.

constraint functions

weights/shapes

containment pallets

truck dimensions

progresses

delivery times

loading

routes

reciving

Improved loading
efficiency
Image: loading schedule
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